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1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be an arbitrary ﬁeld and let n be a positive integer. Let UnK
denote the (upper) unitriangular group of degree n over K; then UnK
consists of all unipotent upper-triangular n× n matrices with coefﬁcients in
K. On the other hand, let ugermannK denote the Lie algebra (over K) consisting
of all nilpotent upper-triangular n× n matrices with coefﬁcients in K.
For simplicity, we write n = i j 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and we will refer
to an element of n as a root (an abbreviation for the standard expression
“positive root”). For any root i j ∈ n, let eij be the i jth root vector
of ugermannK; i.e., eij ∈ ugermannK is the n × n matrix eij = δaiδbj1≤a b≤n where
δrs ∈ K, for 1 ≤ r s ≤ n, is the usual Kronecker symbol. Then eij
 i j ∈
n is a K-basis of ugermannK which we will refer to as the natural basis of
ugermannK.
A subset D ⊆ n will be called a basic subset if D ∩ i j i < j ≤
n ≤ 1 for all 1 ≤ i < n and if D ∩ i j 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 1 for all 1 <
j ≤ n. In particular, the empty set is a basic subset of n. In this paper,
we associate with every basic subset D of n and every map ϕ D →
K − 0 a certain subset of ugermannK, which we will denote by Dϕ and to
which we will refer as the basic subvariety of ugermannK associated with the pair
Dϕ. The construction of the basic subvarieties of ugermannK is elementary;
essentially, they are the orbits for the natural action of UnK × UnK
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on ugermannK (in the terminology of matrix theory, two elements of ugermannK lie
in the same basic subvariety if and only if they are equivalent by upper-
unitriangular matrices). The basic subvarieties of ugermannK are described in
Section 2 as the zero set of a ﬁnite set of polynomial functions deﬁned on
ugermannK, and we prove that they can be expressed as a sum of elementary
orbits for the adjoint action of UnK on ugermannK. In a certain sense, the
results of this section are “dual” to the results of our paper [2] where
we deﬁne the basic subvarieties of the dual space of ugermannK as sums of
elementary coadjoint orbits. (The simpler approach via linear algebra has
been observed also by A. Yu. Okun’kov in the paper [10].) We conclude the
section by proving a combinatorial condition to decide about the transitivity
of the UnK-action on a basic subvariety of ugermannK (see [2, Section 4] for
a similar condition concerning the basic subvarieties on the dual space of
ugermannK).
In Section 3, we use the mapping a → 1 + a, which deﬁnes a bijection
from ugermannK to UnK, to deﬁne the basic subvarieties of the group UnK,
and we obtain the group version of the results of Section 2. Finally, in
Section 4, we use elementary methods of linear algebra to determine the
dimension of the basic subvarieties.
The remaining three sections of this article are concerned with the char-
acter theory of the ﬁnite unitriangular group Unq deﬁned over the ﬁnite
ﬁeld q with q = pe, for e ≥ 1, elements; here, p is the characteristic of
q and we will always assume that p ≥ n. In Section 5, we calculate the
values of all the basic characters of Unq, and we construct the so-called
basic character table of this group. (We refer the reader to our paper [1] for
the deﬁnition and for the properties of the basic characters.) As a conse-
quence, we give a characterization of the basic subvarieties of Unq (and,
hence, also of the basic subvarieties of the corresponding Lie algebra ugermannq)
in terms of the elementary characters of Unq. A “dual” characterization
of the irreducible constituents of a basic character of Unq is given in
Section 6 in terms of the root elements xij1 = 1 + eij , for i j ∈ n,
of Unq. Finally, in Section 7, we prove a “second kind” of orthogonal-
ity relation for the basic characters of Unq and, as a corollary, we obtain
the decomposition of the regular character of Unq as a sum of the basic
characters. (This result was proved by a different method in our paper [4].)
2. BASIC SUBVARIETIES OF ugermannK
Let D be a basic subset of n and let i j ∈ n be any root. We
denote by Di j the subset
Di j = r s ∈ D  i < r < s < j
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of D; it is clear that Di j is a basic subset of n. Let Di j =
i1 j1     it jt and suppose that i1 < · · · < it . Moreover, let σ ∈ St
be the (unique) permutation such that jσ1 < · · · < jσt. (Throughout the
paper, we will denote by St the symmetric group of degree t.) Then, for
any n× n matrix a = aij, we deﬁne Dij a to be the determinant
Dij a =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
aijσ1 · · · aijσt aij
ai1jσ1 · · · ai1jσt ai1j



ait jσ1 · · · ait jσt ait j
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

 (1)
we note that, in the case where Di j is empty, Dij a = aij is the i jth
coefﬁcient of the matrix a. It is clear that the mapping a → Dij a deﬁnes
a polynomial function Dij  ugermannK → K. Let RD denote the subset of
n consisting of all D-regular roots; by deﬁnition, a root i j ∈ n
will be called D-regular if i k ∈ D and k j ∈ D for any i < k < j.
Then, we denote by D the set of all a ∈ ugermannK which satisfy Dij a = 0
for all i j ∈ RD −D. Being deﬁned by polynomial equations, D is a
closed subset of the (afﬁne) algebraic variety ugermannK which we will refer to
as the D-subvariety of ugermannK. (For the basic notions and results of algebraic
geometry and of linear algebraic groups, we refer the reader to [5, 7, 9, 11].)
We note that, in the case where D is empty, RD = n and D = 0.
We have the following result.
Lemma 2.1. Let D be a basic subset of n, let a ∈ D, and let i j ∈
RD. Then
Dij xay = Dij a
for all x y ∈ UnK.
Proof. Let r s ∈ n let λ ∈ K, and let x = xrsλ = 1 + λers ∈
UnK. Then,
xakl =
{
akl if k = r,
arl + λasl if k = r,
for all k l ∈ n. Now, let Di j = i1 j1     it jt, where
i1 < · · · < it . In the case where r ∈ i i1     it, we have xakl = akl
for all k l ∈ n with k ∈ i i1     it, and so Dij xa = Dij a. On
the other hand, suppose that r ∈ i i1     it. In this case, we have
Dij xa = Dij a + λa, where a is obtained from ija by replac-
ing the coefﬁcients of the rth row of a with the corresponding coefﬁcients
of the sth row. We claim that a = 0. This is clear in the case where
s ∈ i1     it (we note that s > r ≥ i). On the other hand, suppose that
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s ∈ i1     it. Then, since i j ∈ RD, we must have s j ∈ RD −D
and so Dsj a = 0 (by the deﬁnition of D). In fact, we must have
Dss′ a = 0 for all s < s′ ≤ j with s s′ ∈ RD. It follows that the sth row
of a is a linear combination of the rows below, and this clearly implies that
a = 0. In conclusion, we have Dij xrsλa = Dij a for all r s ∈ n
and all λ ∈ K.
Now, it is well known that every element x ∈ UnK can be written as a
product
x = xr1s1λ1 · · ·xrmsmλm
where, for 1 ≤ a ≤ m ra sa ∈ n and λa ∈ K. (Moreover, this
decomposition is unique if the roots in n are taken in a suitable
order; see, for example, [6, Corollary 2.5.17].) Since xrsλa ∈ D for
all r s ∈ n and all λ ∈ K, we deduce that Dij xa = Dij a for all
x ∈ UnK.
The proof of the equality Dij ax = Dij a is similar (because the
equation Dij a = 0 means that the jth column of a is a linear combination
of the previous columns).
Henceforth, for any basic subset D of n and any map ϕ D → K#,
we will denote by eDϕ the element
eDϕ =
∑
i j∈D
ϕi jeij (2)
of ugermannK. In the extreme case where D is empty, we consider the empty
function ϕ D→ K# and we deﬁne eDϕ = 0 ∈ ugermannK. Moreover, we will
denote by Dϕ the subset
Dϕ = UnKeDϕUnK (3)
of ugermannK, and we will refer to Dϕ as the basic subvariety of ugermannK associ-
ated with D and ϕ (or simply as the Dϕ-subvariety of ugermannK). Dϕ is, in
fact, a closed subset of ugermannK (see Proposition 2.3 below). By Lemma 2.1,
we clearly have Dϕ ⊆ D. In fact, the union (over all maps ϕ D→ K#)
D =
⋃
ϕ
Dϕ
is the (dense) open subset of D deﬁned by the nonvanishing of the (poly-
nomial) function
D =
∏
i j∈D
Dij
on ugermannK, i.e.,
D = a ∈ D  Da = 0
Furthermore, we have the following (clear) result.
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Lemma 2.2. Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D → K#
be a map. Let i j ∈ RD; let Di j = i1 j1     it jt, where
i1 < · · · < it ; and let σ ∈ St be such that jσ1 < · · · < jσt. Then,
Dij a =
{
0 if i j ∈ D,
−1tsgnσϕi j∏ts=1 ϕis js if i j ∈ D, (4)
for all a ∈ Dϕ.
Proof. It is clear that a = eDϕ satisﬁes the given equations. The result
follows immediately by Lemma 2.1.
The following result is also a clear consequence of the deﬁnition.
Proposition 2.1. Let D and D′ be basic subsets of n and let ϕ D→
K# and ϕ′ D′ → K# be maps. Then, Dϕ ∩ D′ ϕ′ =  if and only if
D = D′ and ϕ = ϕ′.
Proof. We consider the action of the direct product UnK ×UnK on
ugermannK deﬁned by
x y · a = xay−1
for all x y ∈ UnK and all a ∈ ugermannK. Then, by deﬁnition, Dϕ is the
UnK × UnK-orbit which contains the element eDϕ ∈ ugermannK. Thus,
Dϕ ∩ D′ ϕ′ =  if and only if eD′ ϕ′ ∈ Dϕ. The result is now an
easy consequence of the previous lemma.
Our next result asserts that ugermannK is the (disjoint) union of the basic
subvarieties Dϕ, where D runs over the set of all basic subsets of n
and ϕ runs over the set of all maps from D to K#.
Proposition 2.2. Let a ∈ ugermannK. Then, there exist a basic subset D of
n and a map ϕ D→ K# such that a ∈ Dϕ.
Proof. We must prove that there exist a basic subset D of n and a
map ϕ D→ K# such that a is UnK ×UnK-conjugate to the element
eDϕ ∈ ugermannK. To see this, let t = rank a and let li1a     lit a, for
1 ≤ i1 < · · · < it ≤ n, be the linearly independent rows of a such that, for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the ith row lia is a linear combination of the rows lir a
for all 1 ≤ r ≤ t with ir ≤ i. Then, it is an elementary fact of linear algebra
that there exists an element x ∈ UnK such that li1xa     lit xa are all
the nonzero rows of xa. For each 1 ≤ s ≤ t, let js be the smallest is < j ≤ n
such that the is jth coefﬁcient xaisj of xa is nonzero. Since the rows
li1xa     lit xa are linearly independent, D = i1 j1     it jt is a
basic subset of n. Finally, we deﬁne ϕ D → K# by ϕis js = xaisjs
for all 1 ≤ s ≤ t, and we apply linear algebra to conclude that there exists
an element y ∈ UnK such that xay = eDϕ. The proof is complete.
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The following result is a combination of the two previous propositions.
It asserts that
ugermannK =
⋃
Dϕ
Dϕ (5)
is the disjoint union of all its basic subvarieties.
Theorem 2.1. Let a ∈ ugermannK be arbitrary. Then, there exist a unique basic
subset D of n and a unique map ϕ D→ K# such that a ∈ Dϕ.
As a consequence of Proposition 2.2, we may deduce that, for any basic
subset D of n and any map ϕ D → K#, the basic subvariety Dϕ ⊆
ugermannK is deﬁned by the RD polynomial equations given by Eq. (4).
Proposition 2.3. Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D→ K# be
a map. Then, Dϕ consists of all a ∈ ugermannK which satisfy
Dij a = Dij eDϕ
for all i j ∈ RD.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, we know that every element of Dϕ satisﬁes
the given equations. Conversely, suppose that a ∈ ugermannK satisﬁes
Dij a = Dij eDϕ (6)
for all i j ∈ RD. By Proposition 2.2, there exist a basic subset D′
of n and a map ϕ′ D′ → K# such that a ∈ D′ ϕ′. We claim that
D′ ϕ′ = Dϕ. Let us assume that the equality does not hold. Then,
eD′ ϕ′ = eDϕ. Let i j ∈ n be an arbitrary root and let αij denote
the i jth coefﬁcient of eDϕ. Then, by the deﬁnition of eDϕ, we have
αij = 0 if and only if i j ∈ D. Similarly, if we denote by βij the i jth
coefﬁcient of eD′ ϕ′, we have βij = 0 if and only if i j ∈ D′. Now, since
eD′ ϕ′ = eDϕ, we may choose a root i j ∈ n such that βij = αij
and βrs = αrs for all r s ∈ n with i ≤ r < s ≤ j and r s = i j.
Suppose that αij = 0. Then, βij = 0 and so i j ∈ D′. Therefore, we must
have βik = βkj = 0 for all i < k < j. By the choice of i j, we conclude
that αik = αkj = 0 for all i < k < j, and so there does not exist i < k < j
with i k ∈ D or k j ∈ D (or both). It follows that i j ∈ RD. On
the other hand, if αij = 0, we must have i j ∈ D. Therefore, in any
case, we have i j ∈ RD. The same argument shows that we also have
i j ∈ RD′. It is also clear that Di j = D′i j and so Dij b = D
′
ij b
for all b ∈ ugermannK. In particular, we conclude that
D
′
ij a = Dij a = Dij eDϕ
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(by Eq. (6)). On the other hand, since a ∈ D′ ϕ′, we have D
′
ij a =
D
′
ij eD′ ϕ′ (by Lemma 2.2) and so
D
′
ij eD′ ϕ′ = Dij eDϕ (7)
Now, let t = Di j; let Di j = i1 j1     it jt, where i1 < · · · <
it ; and let σ ∈ St be such that jσ1 < · · · < jσt. Then, by Lemma 2.2,
we have
Dij eDϕ = −1tsgnσαij
∏
rs∈Dij
ϕr s
= −1tsgnσαij
∏
rs∈Dij
αrs
Since D′i j = Di j and βrs = αrs for all r s ∈ Di j (by the choice
of i j), Lemma 2.2 also implies that
D
′
ij eD′ ϕ′ = −1tsgnσβij
∏
rs∈Dij
αrs
Finally, since αrs = 0 is nonzero for all r s ∈ Di j, we conclude that
αij = βij (by Eq. (7)). This contradiction completes the proof.
Another consequence (of Proposition 2.2) is the following additive
decomposition of any basic subvariety of ugermannK.
Proposition 2.4. Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D→ K# be
a map. Then,
Dϕ =
∑
ij∈D
ijϕi j
where, for each i j ∈ n and each α ∈ K, Oijα ⊆ ugermannK denotes the
UnK ×UnK-orbit which contains the element αeij ∈ ugermannK.
Proof. Let D = i1 j1     it jt where t = D. For simplic-
ity, for each 1 ≤ s ≤ t we write αs = ϕis js and s = isjsαs. Let
 = 1 + · · · + t and let a ∈  be arbitrary. Then a = a1 + · · · + at,
where as ∈ s for 1 ≤ s ≤ t. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let lix denote the ith row
of an arbitrary n × n matrix x. We have lia = lia1 + · · · + liat
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ n be ﬁxed. By Lemma 2.2, we have
lias = α−1s asijs lisas for all 1 ≤ s ≤ t, and so
lia = α−11 a1ij1 li1a1 + · · · + α−1t a
t
ijt
lit at
Now, for each 1 ≤ s ≤ t, js is the smallest is ≤ j ≤ n such that asisj =
0; moreover, we have asisjs = αs. It follows that the rows li1a1    
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lit at form a K-basis of the K-subspace of Kn spanned by the rows of
a.
Finally, suppose that eD′ ϕ′ ∈  for some basic subset D′ of n
and for some map ϕ′ D′ → K#. Then, by the previous paragraph, we
must have D′ = D and ϕ′ = ϕ. Moreover, it is clear that eDϕ ∈  and
so Dϕ ⊆  (because  is UnK × UnK-invariant). The result now
follows by Propositon 2.2.
In the following, we consider the adjoint action of UnK on ugermannK; this
action is deﬁned by x · a = xax−1 for all x ∈ UnK and all a ∈ ugermannK. As
a ﬁrst result, we have the following obvious consequence of Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 2.3. Let D be a basic subset of n, let a ∈ D, and let i j ∈
RD. Then
Dij xax−1 = Dij a
for all x ∈ UnK. In particular, for any map ϕ D→ K#, the basic subvariety
Dϕ of ugermannK is invariant for the adjoint action of UnK on ugermannK.
The following result describes, for any root i j ∈ n and any
nonzero element α ∈ K, the basic subvariety ijα ⊆ ugermannK as an adjoint
UnK-orbit; we will refer to ijα as the i jth elementary (adjoint)
UnK-orbit associated with α. (Given any ﬁeld K, we will denote by K#
the set K − 0 consisting of all nonzero elements of K.)
Lemma 2.4. Let i j ∈ n be any root and let α ∈ K#. Then,
ijα = xαeijx−1  x ∈ UnK
is the UnK-orbit which contains the element αeij ∈ ugermannK.
Proof. Let  denote the UnK-orbit of αeij ∈ ugermannK. Since ijα is
UnK-invariant, we have  ⊆ ijα. Conversely, let a ∈ ijα. Let D =
i j. Then, by Proposition 2.3, Drsa = Drsαeij for all r s ∈ RD;
we note that, in this case, eDϕ = αeij . Let x ∈ UnK be deﬁned by
xrs =


−α−1arj if s = i,
α−1ais if r = j,
0 otherwise,
for all r s ∈ n. It is straightforward to check that xa = αeijx, and
this implies that a ∈ . The proof is complete.
In general, it is not true that a basic subvariety of ugermannK is a single
UnK-orbit. As an example, we have the following special case.
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Lemma 2.5. Let i j k l ∈ n be roots with j < k. Then, for any
αβ ∈ K#, the basic subvariety ijα + klβ is the disjoint union
ijα + klβ =
⋃
γ∈K
γ
where, for each γ ∈ K, γ denotes the UnK-orbit which contains the element
aγ = αeij + βekl + γeik ∈ ugermannK.
Proof. It is clear that, for each γ ∈ K, the element aγ lies in ijα +
klβ. Moreover, it is straightforward to prove that every element a ∈
ijα+klβ is UnK-conjugate to aγ for some γ ∈ K. Now, let γ γ′ ∈ K
and suppose that aγ is UnK-conjugate to aγ′ . Then, a2γ is also UnK-
conjugate to a2γ′ , and so a
2
γ and a
2
γ′ lie in the same basic subvariety of
ugermannK. Since a2γ = βγeil, we conclude that a2γ ∈ ilβγ. Similarly, we
have a2γ′ ∈ ilβγ′. By Proposition 2.1, we conclude that ilβγ = ilβγ′
and so βγ = βγ′. Since β = 0, we obtain γ = γ′. The proof is complete.
The rest of this section is concerned with the transitivity of the action of
UnK on a given basic subvariety of ugermannK. In other words, we will give a
necessary and sufﬁcient condition to decide about the pairs Dϕ, where
(as before) D is a basic subset of n and ϕ D→ K# is a map, for which
the basic subvariety Dϕ of ugermannK is a single UnK-orbit. We start with
the following deﬁnition.
Let D be a basic subset of n. A root i j ∈ n will be called a
D-derived root if there are chains C1 = i0 i1 i1 i2     ir−1 ir and
C2 = j1 j2 j2 j3     jr jr+1 in n such that C1 C2 ⊆ D and
such that the following conditions are satisﬁed:
(a) i0 = i and j1 = j;
(b) is < js for all 1 ≤ s ≤ r;
(c) if there exists 1 ≤ j0 < j1 with j0 j1 ∈ D, then j0 < i0;
(d) if there exists ir < ir+1 ≤ n with ir ir+1 ∈ D, then jr+1 < ir+1.
We will denote by D′ the subset of n consisting of all D-derived roots;
we will refer to D′ as the derived set of D. We have the following result.
Lemma 2.6. Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D → K# be a
map. Suppose that the derived set D′ of D is nonempty and let i j ∈ D′ be
arbitrary. Then, for any α ∈ K#, the elements eDϕ and a = eDϕ + αeij
are not UnK-conjugate. (We note that both eDϕ and a lie in Dϕ.)
Proof. For simplicity, let e = eDϕ. Let C1 = i0 i1 i1 i2    
ir−1 ir and C2 = j1 j2 j2 j3     jr jr+1 be the chains in D
which deﬁne the D-derived root i j. We consider the r + 1th powers
er+1 and ar+1 of the elements e and a. By Theorem 2.1, there exists a unique
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basic subset D0 of n and a map ϕ0 D0 → K# such that ar+1 ∈ D0ϕ0.
Now, the i0 jr+1th coefﬁcient of ar+1 is αβ1 · · ·βr where, for each 1 ≤
s ≤ r, βs = ϕjs js+1. Moreover, it is easy to see that this is the unique
nonzero coefﬁcient of ar+1 in the i0th row and in the jr+1-column. There-
fore, by Proposition 2.3 (and by Lemma 2.2), the root i0 jr+1 lies in D0.
On the other hand, it is also easy to see that both the i0th row and the jr+1th
column of er+1 and zero and so, by Proposition 2.3 (and by Lemma 2.2),
the element er+1 does not lie in D0ϕ0. Since D0ϕ0 is UnK-invariant,
we conclude that er+1 and ar+1 are not UnK-conjugate, and this obviously
implies that the elements e and a are not UnK-conjugate.
On the other hand, we have the following result.
Lemma 2.7. Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D → K# be a
map. Suppose that the derived set D′ of D is empty. Then, the basic subvariety
Dϕ is a single UnK-orbit.
Proof. We must prove that any element a ∈ Dϕ is UnK-conjugate
to the element eDϕ. To see this, we proceed by induction on the
cardinality of D. The result is clear in the case where D ≤ 1 (see
Lemma 2.4). Hence, suppose that D ≥ 2 and that the result is true for
all basic subsets of n with cardinality less than D. Let i j ∈ D
be the smallest root of D, in the sense that j < l whenever a root
k l ∈ n lies in D. Let D0 = D − i j and let ϕ0 D0 → K#
be the restriction of ϕ to D0. We claim that the derived set of D0 is
empty. In fact, suppose that r s ∈ n is a D0-derived root. Then,
by deﬁnition, there are chains C1 = r0 r1 r1 r2     rt−1 rt and
C2 = s1 s2 s2 s3     st st+1 in D0 such that
(a) r0 = r and s1 = s;
(b) rk < sk for all 1 ≤ k ≤ t;
(c) if there exists 1 ≤ s0 < s1 with s0 s1 ∈ D0, then s0 < r0;
(d) if there exists rt < rt+1 ≤ n with rt rt+1 ∈ D0, then st+1 < rt+1.
Since D0 ⊆ D, we conclude that r s is a D-derived root unless there
exists 1 ≤ s0 < s1, with s0 s1 ∈ D and r0 < s0. Therefore, we must have
s0 s1 = i j and so s1 = j. This is contrary to the choice of i j because
r0 r1 ∈ D and r1 < s1 = j. It follows that r s is also a D-derived root
and this is in contradiction with D′ = . Therefore, the derived set D′0 is
empty and so, by induction, D0ϕ0 is a single UnK-orbit.
Now, for simplicity, let e0 denote the element eD0ϕ0 ∈ D0ϕ0 and let
a ∈ Dϕ be arbitrary. By Proposition 2.4, we have Dϕ = ijα +
D0ϕ0 where α = ϕi j. Therefore, a = b + c for some b ∈ ijα
and some c ∈ D0ϕ0. Moreover, since D0ϕ0 is the UnK-orbit of e0,
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there exists x ∈ UnK such that xcx−1 = e0 and so xax−1 = xbx−1 + e0.
Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that a = b + e0 for
some b ∈ ijα.
By Proposition 2.3, for any r s ∈ n, the r sth coefﬁcient brs of b
is arbitrary whenever either 1 ≤ r < i and s = j, or r = i and j < s ≤ n.
Moreover, we have bij = α and, for j < s ≤ n, the sth column of b is a
scalar multiple of the jth column. Let x ∈ UnK, x = xrs, be deﬁned by
xrs =
{−α−1brj if s = i,
0 otherwise,
for all r s ∈ n. Then, for all 1 ≤ r < i, the r jth coefﬁcient of xbx−1
is zero. Moreover, we clearly have xe0x−1 = e0 (by the choice of i j)
and so, for all 1 ≤ r < i, the r jth coefﬁcient of xax−1 = xbx−1 + e0 is
zero. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that the element
b ∈ ijα satisﬁes brj = 0 for all 1 ≤ r < i. Hence, the nonzero coefﬁcients
of b are bij = α and, eventually, bis for i < s ≤ n. Thus,
b = αeij +
∑
j<s≤n
biseis
Let i < k ≤ n be arbitrary and, for λ ∈ K, let us consider the ele-
ment xjkλ = 1 + λejk ∈ UnK. Then, xjkλ−1 = xjk−λ and we have
xjkλbxjk−λ = b − αλeik. Therefore, for λ = α−1bik, the i kth coef-
ﬁcient of xjkλbxjk−λ is zero (and all the others remain unchanged).
On the other hand, we have xjkλe0xjk−λ = e0 unless there exists
k < l ≤ n with k l ∈ D0 ⊆ D; moreover, if this is the case, we
have xjkλe0xjk−λ = e0 + λβejl where β = ϕk l. It follows that a
is UnK-conjugate to an element a′ ∈ Dϕ with the form
a′ = eDϕ +
∑
k∈I
µkeik
where I consists of all i < k ≤ n for which there exists k < l ≤ n with
k l ∈ D and where µk ∈ K for all k ∈ I. Hence, without loss of generality,
we may assume that a already has this form.
Now, let k ∈ I be arbitrary and suppose that there exists i < r < k
such that r k ∈ D. Then, the element xirλ = 1 + λeir ∈ UnK, for
λ = −ϕr k−1µk, satisﬁes
xirλaxirλ−1 = eDϕ +
∑
s∈I−k
µseis
and so we may assume that µk = 0 whenever k ∈ I satisﬁes the above
condition.
On the other hand, let k ∈ I be such that there is no i < r < k with
r k ∈ D. Let C2 = j1 j2 j2 j3     jt jt+1 be the chain in D
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deﬁned by the conditions that j1 = k and the chain cannot be extended
with a root jt+1 jt+2 ∈ D. Since the derived set D′ of D is empty,
there must exist a chain C1 = i i1 i1 i2     it it+1 satisfying
is < js for all 1 ≤ s ≤ t + 1. For each 1 ≤ s ≤ t, let αs = ϕis is+1
and βs = ϕjs js+1. Moreover, let λ1 = α−1µk and, for 1 ≤ s ≤ t,
let λs+1 = α−1α1 · · ·αs−1β1 · · ·βsµk. Then, it is easy to see that
the element x = xi1j1λ1xi2j2λ2 · · ·xit+1jt+1λt+1 ∈ UnK (where, as
before, xisjsλs = 1+ λseisjs for 1 ≤ s ≤ t + 1) satisﬁes
xax−1 = eDϕ +
∑
s∈I−k
µseis
Therefore, we may proceed recursively to conclude that the element a ∈
Dϕ is, in fact, UnK-conjugate to the element eDϕ.
The proof is complete.
Finally, we combine the two previous lemmas to obtain the following
result (see [2, Theorem 3] for a similar result concerning the basic subvari-
eties of ugermannK∗; however, we should mention that the derived set of a basic
subset D of n as deﬁned in the present paper is not the same as the
derived set of D deﬁned in the paper [2]).
Theorem 2.2. Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D → K# be
a map. Then, the basic subvariety Dϕ of ugermannK is a single UnK-orbit if
and only if the derived set of D is empty.
3. BASIC SUBVARIETIES OF UnK
Let D be a basic subset of n. For each root i j ∈ n, we deﬁne
the polynomial function θDij  UnK → K by
θDij x = Dij x− 1 (8)
for all x ∈ UnK. Moreover, for any map ϕ D → K#, we deﬁne Dϕ
to be the subset
Dϕ = x ∈ UnK x− 1 ∈ Dϕ (9)
of UnK; hence Dϕ = 1+ Dϕ. The following result is an immediate
consequence of Proposition 2.3 (and of Lemma 2.2).
Proposition 3.1. Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D→ K# be
a map. For any i j ∈ D, let
βij = −1tsgnσϕi j
t∏
s=1
ϕis js
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where Di j = i1 j1     it jt, i1 < · · · < it , and σ ∈ St is such that
jσ1 < · · · < jσt. Then, Dϕ consists of all x ∈ UnK which satisﬁes
θDij x =
{
βij if i j ∈ D,
0 if i j ∈ D, (10)
for all i j ∈ RD.
It follows that, for any basic subset D of n and any map ϕ D→ K#,
Dϕ is a closed subset of UnK to which we will refer as the basic subva-
riety of UnK associated with D and ϕ (or simply as the Dϕ-subvariety of
UnK). Using Lemma 2.3, we deduce that each basic subvariety of UnK
is a (disjoint) union of conjugacy classes. In fact, we have the following
result.
Lemma 3.1. Let D be a basic subset of n, let ϕ D→ K# be any map,
and let i j ∈ RD. Then,
θDij yxy−1 = θx
for all x ∈ Dϕ and all y ∈ UnK.
Proof. Let x ∈ Dϕ. Then, x− 1 ∈ Dϕ and so Dij yx− 1y−1 =
Dij x − 1 for all y ∈ UnK (by Lemma 2.3). The result follows
immediately.
Finally, Theorem 2.1 clearly implies the following fundamental result
which asserts that UnK is the disjoint union
UnK =
⋃
Dϕ
Dϕ (11)
of all its basic subvarieties (hence, by the previous lemma, we obtain a
partition of the set of all conjugacy classes of UnK).
Theorem 3.1. Let x ∈ UnK. Then, there exist a unique basic subset D
of n and a unique map ϕ D→ K# such that x ∈ Dϕ.
Now, for each root i j ∈ n and each element α ∈ K, we denote by
ijα the conjugacy class of UnK which contains the element xijα =
1 + αeij ∈ UnK; we will refer to ijα as the i jth elementary conju-
gacy class of UnK associated with α. We note that ij0 = 1 for all
i j ∈ n. The next result asserts that every elementary conjugacy class
is, in fact, a basic subvariety of UnK.
Lemma 3.2. Let i j ∈ n and let α ∈ K#. Then,
ijα = x ∈ UnK x− 1 ∈ ijα
is the basic subvariety of UnK associated with the basic subset D = i j
and with the map ϕ D→ K# deﬁned by ϕi j = α.
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Proof. We must prove that Dϕ = ijα. The inclusion ijα ⊆
Dϕ is clear because Dϕ is a union of conjugacy classes and because
xijα = 1 + αeij ∈ Dϕ. Conversely, let x ∈ Dϕ. Then, by Lemma
2.4, there exists y ∈ UnK such that yx − 1y−1 = αeij . It follows that
yxy−1 = xijα and so x ∈ ijα.
Using Theorem 2.2, we may state the following result.
Theorem 3.2. Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D→ K# be a
map. Then, the basic subvariety Dϕ of UnK is a single conjugacy class
if and only if the derived set of D is empty.
The following result is the group version of Proposition 2.4.
Proposition 3.2. Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D→ K# be
a map. Then,
Dϕ =
∏
i j∈D
ijϕi j
where the product can be taken in any order.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the cardinality D of D. The result
is obvious if D = 1. Hence, suppose that D > 1 and assume that the
result is true for all basic sets D0 with D0 < D. Let us ﬁx an arbitrary
total order < on the set n and let i j ∈ D be the smallest root in D
(with respect to this order). Let D0 = D − i j and let ϕ0 D0 → K#
be the restriction of ϕ to D0. By induction, we have
D0ϕ0 =
∏
rs∈D0
rsϕr s
and so we need to prove that
Dϕ = ijα ·D0ϕ0
where α = ϕi j.
On the one hand, let x ∈ ijα ·D0ϕ0. Then, since D0ϕ0 is UnK-
invariant, there exists y ∈ UnK such that yxy−1 = xijαz for some z ∈
D0ϕ0. Since xijα = 1 + αeij , we have yxy−1 − 1 = z − 1 + αeijz.
Now, since z ∈ D0ϕ0, we have z − 1 ∈ D0ϕ0. Moreover, by deﬁnition
of the basic subvarieties of ugermannK, we have αeijz ∈ ijα. Therefore,
using Proposition 2.4, we conclude that yxy−1 − 1 ∈ Dϕ and so yxy−1 ∈
Dϕ. Since Dϕ is UnK-invariant, we deduce that x ∈ Dϕ and
this concludes the proof of the inclusion ijα ·D0ϕ0 ⊆ Dϕ.
On the other hand, let x ∈ Dϕ. Then x − 1 ∈ Dϕ and so, by
Proposition 2.4, we have x − 1 ∈ ijα + D0ϕ0. By Lemma 2.3 and
Lemma 2.4, there exists y ∈ UnK such that yx− 1y−1 = αeij + a for
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some a ∈ D0ϕ0. Since xijα = 1 + αeij , we deduce that yxy−1 =
xijα + a = xijα1 + xij−αa. Since xij−αa ∈ D0ϕ0, we have
1 + xij−αa ∈ D0ϕ0 and so yxy−1 ∈ ijα · D0ϕ0. Since ijα ·
D0ϕ0 is UnK-invariant, we conclude that x ∈ ijα ·D0ϕ0.
The proof is complete.
4. THE DIMENSION OF A BASIC SUBVARIETY
In this section, we determine the dimension of any basic subvariety of
ugermannK. We start with the following result.
Lemma 4.1. Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D → K# be a
map. Let us denote by CDϕ the centralizer in UnK ×UnK of the element
eDϕ ∈ ugermannK. Then, the following statements hold:
(a) CDϕ = 1 + Dϕ where Dϕ is the q-subspace of ugermannK ×
ugermannK consisting of all pairs a b ∈ ugermannK × ugermannK which satisfy aeDϕ =
eDϕb.
(b) dim Dϕ = nn − 1 − sD where sD denotes the cardinality
of the subset SD = n − RD. (The roots in SD will be referred to as
the D-singular roots.)
(c) If K is algebraically closed, we have dimCDϕ = nn− 1 − sD.
(d) If K is the ﬁnite ﬁeld q, we have CDϕ = qnn−1−sD.
Proof. Part (a) is clear. In fact, let x y ∈ UnK and let a b ∈ ugermannK be
such that x = 1+ a and y = 1+ b. Then, xeDϕy−1 = eDϕ if and only
if xeDϕ = eDϕy if and only if aeDϕ = eDϕb. Thus, x y ∈ CDϕ
if and only if a b ∈ Dϕ.
Now, let αij ∈ q, for i j ∈ n, be the coefﬁcients of eDϕ. Then, for
any a b ∈ ugermannK, we have a b ∈ Dϕ if and only if∑
i<k<j
aikαkj =
∑
i<k<j
αikbkj
for all i j ∈ n. Let Xij and Yij , for i j ∈ n, be nn − 1 inde-
terminates over K. Then, Dϕ identiﬁes naturally with the K-subspace
of Knn−1 consisting of all the solutions of the (homogeneous) system
(of nn−12 linear equations in nn− 1 unknowns)∑
i<k<j
αkjXik − αikYkj = 0
for all i j ∈ n. Let A be the nn − 1/2 × nn − 1 matrix of
coefﬁcients of this system. Then,
dim Dϕ = nn− 1 − rankA
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By the deﬁnition of eDϕ, for each root i j ∈ n, the i jth row of
A is nonzero if and only if i j ∈ SD (otherwise, αik = αkj = 0 for all
i < k < j). Therefore,
rankA ≤ SD = sD
To show that the equality must hold, let i k ∈ n be such that the col-
umn of A corresponding to Xik is nonzero. Then, there exists k < j ≤ n
with k j ∈ D (hence, i j ∈ SD). Suppose that, for some i′ j′ ∈
n, the i′ j′th row of A has a nonzero coefﬁcient in that column
(hence, i′ j′ ∈ SD). Then, we must have i′ = i and k j′ ∈ D. Since D
is basic, we conclude that j′ = j and so i′ j′ = i j. It follows that the
nonzero rows of A (which are in one-to-one correspondence with the roots
in SD) are linearly independent, and so
rankA = sD
This completes the proof of (b).
Finally, (c) follows because dimCDϕ = dim Dϕ and (d) follows
because CDϕ = qdim Dϕ.
The proof is complete.
As a corollary, we obtain the required result.
Proposition 4.1. Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D→ K# be
a map. Then,
(a) If K is algebraically closed, we have dimDϕ= dim Dϕ=
sD.
(b) If K is the ﬁnite ﬁeld q, we have Dϕ = Dϕ = qsD.
Proof. By deﬁnition, Dϕ is the UnK × UnK-orbit which
contains the element eDϕ ∈ ugermannK. Therefore, (a) follows because
dim Dϕ = dimUnK × UnK − dimCDϕ. Moreover, we have
Dϕ = 1+ Dϕ (by deﬁnition), hence dimDϕ = dim Dϕ.
Part (b) is an immediate consequence of the identity Dϕ =
Unq×Unq · CDϕ−1. Moreover, in this situation, we have Dϕ =
Dϕ, as required.
5. CHARACTER VALUES ON THE BASIC SUBVARIETIES
In this section, let p be a prime number and let K = q be the (ﬁnite)
ﬁeld with q = pe, e ≥ 1, elements. Moreover, we will always assume that
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p ≥ n; with this assumption, we may consider the usual exponential func-
tion exp  ugermannK → UnK deﬁned by
exp a = 1+ a+ a
2
2!
+ · · · + a
n−1
n− 1!
for all a ∈ ugermannK. As usual, we will simplify the notation and we will write
Unq instead of UnK; similarly, we will write ugermannq instead of ugermannK.
In the article [1], we associated with each basic subset D of n and with
each map ϕ D → K# a certain (complex) character of Unq denoted by
ξDϕ and called the basic character of Unq associated with the pair Dϕ.
Its deﬁnition is as follows: Let ugermannq∗ be the dual space of ugermannq (hence,
ugermannq∗ consists of all q-linear maps f  ugermannq → q) and, for each root
i j ∈ n, let e∗ij ∈ ugermannq∗ be deﬁned by
e∗ija = aij
for all a ∈ ugermannq, a = ars (hence, e∗ij i j ∈ n is the dual basis of
the canonical basis of ugermannq). For an arbitrary root i j ∈ n and an
arbitrary nonzero element α ∈ #q , we consider the subset ∗ijα of ugermannq∗
consisting of all the elements f ∈ ugermannq∗ with the form
f = αe∗ij +
∑
i<a<j
λae
∗
aj +
∑
i<b<j
µbe
∗
ib +
∑
i<a<b<j
α−1λaµbe
∗
ab
where λaµb ∈ q for all i < a b < j. Let ψ +q →  be an arbitrary
nontrivial character of the additive group +q of the ﬁeld q (this character
will be kept ﬁxed throughout the paper), and let ξijα Unq →  be the
function deﬁned by
ξijαexp a =
1
qj−i−1
∑
f∈∗ijα
ψf a (12)
for all a ∈ ugermannq. Then, by [1, Lemma 3], ξijα is an irreducible character
of Unq which we will refer to as the i jth elementary character associated
with α. Now, given an arbitrary nonempty basic subset D of n and an
arbitrary map ϕ D → #q , we deﬁne the basic character ξDϕ to be the
product
ξDϕ =
∏
i j∈D
ξijαij (13)
where αij = ϕi j for all i j ∈ D. As an extreme case, if D ⊆ n is
empty, we consider the empty function ϕ D→ #q and we deﬁne ξDϕ to
be the trivial character 1Unq of Unq.
The aim of this section is to calculate the values of the basic characters
on the basic subvarieties; to be more precise, given arbitrary basic subsets
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D and D′ of n and arbitrary maps ϕ D→ #q and ϕ′D′ → #q , we want
to know the value ξDϕx for x ∈ D′ ϕ′. First, for each i j ∈ n
and each α ∈ #q , we deﬁne the function ϑijα ugermannq →  by
ϑijαa =
1
qj−i−1
∑
f∈∗ijα
ψf a (14)
for all a ∈ ugermannq (hence, ξijαexp a = ϑijαa for all a ∈ ugermannq). We
have the following result.
Proposition 5.1. Let D be a basic subset of n, let ϕ D → K# be a
map, and let a ∈ Dϕ. Then, for any i j ∈ n and any α ∈ #q , we have
ϑijαa =


qdij if i j ∈ RD −D,
qdijψαβ if i j ∈ D,
0 otherwise,
where di j = j− i− 1− Di j and where β = ϕi j whenever i j ∈
D. In particular, the value ϑijαa is independent of the choice of the element
a in Dϕ.
Proof. Let f ∈ ∗ijα be arbitrary. For each vector  ∈ j−i−1q ,  =
µ1     µj−i−1, and each i ≤ r < j, let e∗r denote the vector
e∗r = e∗rj +
∑
r<s<j
α−1µs−ie
∗
rs
of ugermannq∗. Then, by the deﬁnition of ∗ijα, we have
f = αe∗i +
∑
i<r<j
λr−ie
∗
r
for some  ∈ j−i−1q and some λ1     λj−i−1 ∈ q.
For any 	 ∈ j−i−1q , 	 = λ1     λj−i−1, let ψ	 j−i−1q →  be the linear
character of the additive group of j−i−1q deﬁned by
ψ	 = ψλ1µ1 · · ·ψλj−i−1µj−i−1
for all  ∈ j−i−1q ,  = µ1     µj−i−1. Then,
ψf a = ψαe∗ia
∏
i<r<j
ψλr−ie∗ra
= ψαe∗iaψ	e∗i+1a     e∗j−1a
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and so
ϑijαa=
1
qj−i−1
∑
f∈∗ijα
ψf a
= 1
qj−i−1
∑
	∈j−i−1q
ψ
(
αe∗ia
)
ψ	
(
e∗i+1ae∗j−1a
)
= ∑
∈j−i−1q
ψ
(
αe∗ia
)( 1
qj−i−1
∑
	∈j−i−1q
ψ	
(
e∗i+1ae∗j−1a
))

The linear characters ψ	, for 	 ∈ j−i−1q , are all the distinct irre-
ducible characters of the additive group of j−i−1q . Therefore,
∑
	∈j−i−1q ψ	
is the regular character of j−i−1q and so
∑
	∈j−i−1q
ψ	
(
e∗i+1a     e∗j−1a
) = { qj−i−1 if e∗ra = 0, i < r < j,
0 otherwise,
for all  ∈ j−i−1q . It follows that
ϑijαa =
∑
∈X
ψ
(
αe∗ia
)
 (15)
where X =  ∈ j−i−1q  e∗ra = 0 for all i < r < j.
Let  ∈ j−i−1q ,  = µ1     µj−i−1, be ﬁxed. Then,
e∗ra = arj +
∑
r<s<j
α−1µs−iars
for all i < r < j. Therefore,  ∈ X if and only if aj−1 j = 0 and
µ2     µj−i−1 is a solution of the system
ai+1 i+2T1 + · · · + ai+1 j−1Tj−i−2 = −αai+1 j
· · ·
aj−2 i+2T1 + · · · + aj−2 j−1Tj−i−2 = −αaj−2 j
of j− i− 2 equations in j− i− 2 unknowns T1     Tj−i−2. Since α = 0, this
system has a solution if and only if the vector cja = ai+1 j     aj−2 j of

j−i−2
q is a linear combination of the vectors csa = ai+1 s     aj−2 s for
i + 1 < s < j. Therefore, by Proposition 2.3, X is nonempty if and only if
there does not exist i < r < j with r j ∈ D (we recall that aj−1 j = 0 in the
case where X is nonempty). In particular, we conclude that ϑijαa = 0
whenever r j ∈ D for some i < r < j.
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Now, suppose that X is nonempty and let 0 ∈ X be ﬁxed. Then, X =
0 + V where V is the q-subspace of j−i−1q consisting of all vectors  ∈

j−i−1
q ,  = µ1     µj−i−1, which satisfy∑
i<s<j
µs−iars = 0
for all i < r < j − 1.
We have
e∗ia = aij +
∑
i<s<j
µs−iais
for all  ∈ j−i−1q ,  = µ1     µj−i−1. Suppose that i j lies in RD
but not in D. Then, by Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.2, the vector
lia = ai i+1     ai j−1 aij of j−iq is a linear combination of the vec-
tors lra = ar i+1     ar j−1 arj for i < r < j. Let λ1     λj−i−1 ∈ q be
such that
lia = λ1li+1a + · · · + λj−i−1lj−1a
Then,
e∗ia =
∑
i<r<j
λr−ie
∗
ra
for all  ∈ j−i−1q , and so e∗ia = 0 for all  ∈ X. By Eq. (15), we
conclude that
ϑijαa =
∑
∈X
ψ0 = X = qdim V 
By the deﬁnition of V , we have dim V = j − i− 1 − rankA where
A =


ai+1 i+2 · · · ai+1 j−1


aj−2 i+2 · · · aj−2 j−1

 
By Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.2, we have rank A = Di j and so
dim V = j − i− 1 − Di j = di j
Therefore, in this case, ϑijαa = qdi j, as required.
On the other hand, suppose that i j ∈ D and let β = ϕi j. By
Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.2, we have
lia = l + λ1li+1a + · · · + λj−i−1lj−1a
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where l = 0     0 β ∈ j−iq and where λ1     λj−i−1 ∈ q. In this case,
we deduce that
e∗ia = β+
∑
i<r<j
λr−ie
∗
ra
for all  ∈ j−i−1q , and so e∗ia = β for all  ∈ X. Therefore, Eq. (15)
implies that
ϑijαa =
∑
∈X
ψαβ = qdi jψαβ
Finally, suppose that i j ∈ SD. Then, there exists i < k < j such
that i k ∈ D. Let β = ϕi k. Using Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.2, we
deduce that
lia = l + λ1li+1a + · · · + λj−i−1lj−1a
where λ1     λj−i−1 ∈ q and where l = 0     0 ββ1     βj−k ∈ j−iq
for some elements β1     βj−k ∈ q. As before, we conclude that, for any
 ∈ j−i−1q ,  = µ1     µj−i−1,
e∗ia = βj−k + γ +
∑
i<r<j
λr−ie
∗
ra
where γ = βµk−i + β1µk−i+1 + · · · + βj−k−1µj−i−1. It follows that
e∗ia = βj−k + γ for all  ∈ X, and so Eq. (15) gives
ϑijαa =
∑
∈X
ψαβj−k + αγµ = ψαβj−k
∑
∈X
ψαγ
Since X = 0 + V and since γ0+ = γ0 + γ for all  ∈ V , we have∑
∈X
ψαγ = ψαγ0
∑
∈V
ψαγ
Let 	 = 0     0 αβ αβ1     αβj−k−1 ∈ j−i−1q and consider the linear
character ψ	 of the additive group of 
j−i−1
q . By deﬁnition, we have
ψ	 = ψαβµk−i
∏
k<s<j
ψαβs−kµs−i
for all  ∈ j−i−1q ,  = µ1     µj−i−1. Now, for any  ∈ V , we have
ψαγ = ψ	 and so∑
∈V
ψαγ =
∑
∈V
ψ	 = V ψ	 1V V 
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where · ·V denotes the Frobenius scalar product of characters of the
additive group of V .
We claim that ψ	 1V V = 0. To see this, it is enough to prove that
ψ	 = 1V (because ψ	 V →  is a linear character of V ). Let  ∈ V ,  =
µ1     µj−i−1, be arbitrary. By the deﬁnition of ψ	, we have ψ	 = 1
if and only if
βµk−i +
∑
k<s<j
βs−kµs−i = 0
(because ψ is a nontrivial character of q and because α = 0). For
each i ≤ r < j, let l′ra = ar i+1     ar j−1 ∈ j−i−1q . Moreover, let
l′ = 0     0 ββ1     βj−k−1 ∈ j−i−1q . Let ·  ·  V × V → q be the
usual scalar product on the q-space V . Then, by the deﬁnition of V , we
have
l′ra  =
∑
i<s<j
arsµs−i = 0
Since
l′ia = l′ + λ1l′i+1a + · · · + λj−i−1l′j−1a
where λ1     λj−i−1 ∈ q are as above, we conclude that∑
i<s<j
aisµs−i = l′ia  = l′  = βµk−i +
∑
k<s<j
βs−kµs−i
Therefore, ψ	 = 1V if and only if∑
i<s<j
aisµs−i = 0
for all µ1     µj−i−1 ∈ V , and, by the deﬁnition of V , this implies that
the matrix
A′ =


ai i+1 · · · ai j−1


aj−1 i+1 · · · aj−1 j−1


has rank at most j − i− 1 − dim V = j − i− 1 − di j = Di j. This
is impossible because rank A′ = Di j + 1 (since i k ∈ D, the ﬁrst
row of A′ is linearly independent of the remaining rows). It follows that
ψ	 = 1V and so ψ	 1V V = 0, as claimed. It follows that∑
∈V
ψαγ = 0
and this implies that ϑijαa = 0.
The proof is complete.
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As a consequence, we obtain the following characterization of the basic
subvarieties of ugermannq.
Corollary 5.1. Let D be a basic subset of n, let ϕ D → #q be a
map, and let a ∈ ugermannq be arbitrary. Then, a ∈ Dϕ if and only if
ϑijαa = ϑijαeDϕ
for all i j ∈ n and all α ∈ #q .
Proof. If a ∈ Dϕ, the previous proposition clearly implies that
ϑijαa = ϑijαeDϕ
for all i j ∈ n and all α ∈ #q . Conversely, suppose that these equations
hold. By Proposition 2.2, a ∈ D′ ϕ′ for some basic subset D′ of n and
some map ϕ′ D′ → #q . We claim that D′ ϕ′ = Dϕ.
Let i j ∈ D′ be arbitrary, let d′i j = j − i − 1 − D′i j, and let
β′ = ϕ′i j. Then, by the previous proposition, we have
ϑijαa = qd
′i jψαβ′
for all α ∈ #q . Since
∑
γ∈#q ψγ = −1, we conclude that∑
α∈#q
ϑijαa = qd
′i j ∑
α∈#q
ψαβ′ = −qd′i j
(we recall that β′ = 0). On the other hand, we have∑
α∈#q
ϑijαa =
∑
α∈#q
ϑijαeDϕ
(by assumption). Since this sum is nonzero, the previous proposition implies
that i j ∈ RD. Let di j = j − i − 1 − Di j. If i j ∈ D, then
ϑijαeDϕ = qdi j for all α ∈ #q . It follows that∑
α∈#q
ϑijαa = q− 1qdi j
and so q − 1qdi j = −qd′i j, which is impossible. Therefore, i j ∈ D.
Since i j ∈ D′ is arbitrary, we conclude that D′ ⊆ D. Using a similar
argument, we conclude also that D ⊆ D′ and so we have D′ = D.
Now, let i j ∈ D be arbitrary and let β = ϕi j and β′ = ϕ′i j. Let
α ∈ #q be arbitrary. Then, we have ϑijαa = qdi jψαβ′ (because a ∈
Dϕ′) and, on the other hand, ϑijαa = ϑijαeDϕ = qdi jψαβ.
Thus, ψαβ′ − β = ψαβ′ψαβ−1 = 1 and, since α ∈ #q is arbitrary,
we conclude that ∑
α∈#q
ψαβ′ − β = q− 1
Finally, this equality holds if and only if β′ = β, and this completes the
proof.
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The statement of the previous corollary can be improved. In fact, we
have the following result.
Corollary 5.2. Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D → #q be
a map. Then,
Dϕ = a ∈ ugermannq ϑija = ϑijeDϕ for all i j ∈ n
where, for any root i j ∈ n, ϑij denotes the function ϑij1 ugermannq → .
This corollary will follow trivially once we prove the following lemma
where in part (a) we consider an arbitrary ﬁeld K.
Lemma 5.1. (a) Let D be a basic subset of n, let ϕ D → K# be a
map, and let α ∈ K#. Then,
Dϕα = αa a ∈ Dϕ
where ϕα D→ K# is deﬁned by ϕαi j = αϕi j for all i j ∈ n.
(b) Let i j ∈ n, let α ∈ #q , and let a ∈ ugermannq. Then,
ϑijαa = ϑijαa
where ϑij is as in the previous result.
Proof. Part (a) follows easily from Proposition 2.3 because Dij αa =
αDi j+1Dij a for all i j ∈ n and all a ∈ ugermannK. For (b), it is enough
to use (a) and Proposition 5.1.
Proposition 5.1 allows us to calculate the values of all the basic char-
acters of Unq. First, we prove the following auxiliary result. Here, K
denotes an arbitrary ﬁeld and we assume that p ≥ n whenever K has prime
characteristic p.
Lemma 5.2. Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D → K# be a
map. Then, Dϕ = expDϕ. Moreover, if K = q, we have
ξijαexp a = ξijα1+ a
for all a ∈ ugermannq.
Proof. Let x ∈ UnK and let a ∈ ugermannK be such that x = exp a. Then,
x = 1 + ay for some y ∈ UnK; in fact, y =
∑n−1
k=1
1
k!a
k−1. It follows that
x ∈ Dϕ if and only if ay ∈ Dϕ. Since Dϕ is invariant under right
UnK-multiplication, we have ay ∈ Dϕ if and only if a ∈ Dϕ, and
this implies that Dϕ = expDϕ.
For the second part of the lemma, suppose that K = q and let a ∈ ugermannq.
Then, by deﬁnition, ξijαexp a = ϑijαa. Let z ∈ UnK be such that
1 + a = expaz (z exists; in fact, ln1 + a = ∑n−1k=1−1k+1/kak =
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a∑n−1k=1−1k+1/kak−1 and so z = ∑n−1k=1−1k+1/kak−1 ∈ Unq.
Then, ξijα1 + a = ϑijαaz. Let D be the basic subset of n
and let ϕ D → #q be the map such that a ∈ Dϕ. Since Dϕ is
invariant under right UnK-multiplication, we have az ∈ Dϕ and so
ϑijαaz = ϑijαa. The proof is complete.
Using Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 5.2, we may deduce the following
result.
Proposition 5.2. Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D→ #q be
a map. Moreover, let xDϕ = 1+ eDϕ ∈ Unq and, for any r s ∈ n,
let xrs ∈ q be the r sth coefﬁcient of xDϕ. Then,
(a) if i j ∈ n and if α ∈ #q , we have
ξijαxDϕ =
{
qdijψαxij if i j ∈ RD,
0 if i j ∈ SD,
where di j = j − i − 1 − Di j. Moreover, we have ξijαx =
ξijαxDϕ for all i j ∈ n, all α ∈ #q , and all x ∈ Dϕ.
(b) An element x ∈ Unq lies in Dϕ if and only if
ξijx = ξijxDϕ
for all i j ∈ n; here, for any i j ∈ n, ξij denotes the elementary
character ξij1.
Proof. The ﬁrst part of (a) follows immediately by Proposition 5.1
because ξijαxDϕ = ϑijαeDϕ (by Lemma 5.2). On the other
hand, let x ∈ Dϕ. Then, x − 1 ∈ Dϕ and so (using Lemma 5.2)
ξijαx = ϑijαx− 1 = ϑijαeDϕ = ξijαxDϕ.
Now, let x ∈ UnK be arbitrary. Then, by deﬁnition, we have x ∈ Dϕ
if and only if x− 1 ∈ Dϕ and, by Corollary 5.2, we have x− 1 ∈ Dϕ
if and only if ϑijx − 1 = ϑijeDϕ for all i j ∈ n. Therefore,
(b) follows immediately from Lemma 5.2.
Our next result allows the construction of a certain “character table” for
the group Unq. First, for any root i j ∈ n, we denote by S∗c i j
the subset of n consisting of all the roots a j ∈ n with i < a < j.
Then, for any basic subset D of n, we deﬁne S∗c D to be the (disjoint)
union
S∗c D =
⋃
i j∈D
S∗c i j
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Theorem 5.1. Let D and D′ be basic subsets of n, let ϕ D → #q
and ϕ′ D′ → #q be maps, and let x ∈ D′ ϕ′. Then
ξDϕx =
{
qeDD
′ψDϕeD′ ϕ′ if D ⊆ RD′,
0 otherwise,
where eDD′ = S∗c D − SD′ = S∗c D ∩ RD′ and where ψDϕ
ugermannq →  is the linear character of the additive group of ugermannq deﬁned by
ψDϕa =
∏
i j∈D
ψϕi jaij
for all a ∈ ugermannq.
Proof. By deﬁnition, we have
ξDϕx =
∏
i j∈D
ξijαijx
where, for each i j ∈ D, αij = ϕi j. Therefore, the result is an
immediate consequence of Proposition 5.2 because S∗c i j − SD′ =
j − i − 1 − D′i j for all i j ∈ n and because S∗c D − SD′ =∑
i j∈D S∗c i j − SD′; we note also that S∗c D − SD′ = S∗c D ∩
RD′ because n is the disjoint union of the subsets SD′ and
RD′.
6. IRREDUCIBLE CONSTITUENTS OF A BASIC CHARACTER
Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D → #q be a map. In this
section, we give a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for an irreducible char-
acter χ of Unq to be a constituent of the basic character ξDϕ. This
condition is, in a certain sense, “dual” to Proposition 5.2, Part (b) (see
also Corollary 5.2), and it asserts that irreducible constituents of ξDϕ are
determined by their values on the root elements xijα = 1+ αeij ∈ Unq
for i j ∈ n and α ∈ #q . (In fact, it is enough to consider α = 1.)
As before, we will assume that p ≥ n. Then, by [8, Propositions 1 and
2] (see also [12, Theorem 7.7]), the irreducible characters of Unq are in
one-to-one correspondence with the Unq-orbits on ugermannq∗. For simplicity,
we will denote by 7∗nq the set of all Unq-orbits on ugermannq∗ and by Irrnq
the set of all irreducible characters of Unq. For an arbitrary Unq-orbit
 ∈ 7∗nq, let χ  Unq →  be the map deﬁned by
χexp a =
1√
∑
f∈
ψf a (16)
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for all a ∈ ugermannq; then, χ is an irreducible character of Unq (of degree
χ1 =
√; it can be proved that  is, in fact, a square power of
q—see, for example, [1]). Moreover, the mapping  → χ deﬁnes a bijec-
tion between 7∗nq and Irrnq.
By [1, Corollary 1], an irreducible character χ ∈ Irrnq is a constituent
of the basic character ξDϕ if and only if χ = χ for some Unq-orbit
 ∈ 7∗nq which is contained in the basic subvariety
∗Dϕ =
∑
i j∈D
∗ijϕi j
of ugermannq∗.
Now, let e∗Dϕ denote the element
e∗Dϕ =
∑
ij∈D
ϕi je∗ij (17)
of ugermannq∗; let  ⊆ ugermannq∗ be the Unq-orbit which contains e∗Dϕ, and
let χDϕ be the irreducible character of Unq which corresponds to .
Since e∗Dϕ lies in ∗Dϕ (by [2, Proposition 1]), the Unq-orbit  lies in
∗Dϕ and so the character χDϕ is an irreducible constituent of ξDϕ.
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 6.1. Let D be a basic subset of n and let ϕ D → #q be a
map. Let χ be an irreducible character of Unq. Then, χ is a constituent of
ξDϕ if and only if
χxij1χ1−1 = χDϕxij1χDϕ1−1
for all i j ∈ n.
For the proof, we ﬁrst calculate the values of any irreducible constituent
of a basic character on the root elements of Unq.
Proposition 6.1. Let D be a basic subset of n, let ϕ D → #q be a
map, and let χ ∈ Irrnq be an irreducible constituent of ξDϕ. Let S∗D
be the subset of n consisting of all roots i k and k j where i j ∈ D
and i < k < j, and let R∗D = n − S∗D. Let i j ∈ n and let
α ∈ #q . Then,
χxijα =


q−d
∗i jχ1 if i j ∈ R∗D −D,
q−d
∗i jχ1ψαβ if i j ∈ D,
0 otherwise,
where d∗i j is the cardinality of the subset D∗i j = k l ∈ D k < i <
j < l of D and where β = ϕi j whenever i j ∈ D.
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Proof. Let  ⊆ ugermannq∗ be the Unq-orbit which corresponds to χ and
let f ∈  be arbitrary. Then,
χexp a = 1√
∑
g∈
ψga
for all a ∈ ugermannq. Let a ∈ ugermannq be arbitrary. Then, we deduce that
χexp a = 1√Cf 
∑
x∈Unq
ψ
(
f xax−1)
=
√Ca
Unq
∑
b∈a
ψf b = χ1a
∑
b∈a
ψf b
where Cf  (resp., Ca) denotes the centralizer of f (resp., of a) in Unq
and where a ⊆ ugermannq denotes the Unq-orbit which contains a. In par-
ticular, we have
χxijα =
χ1
ijα
∑
b∈ijα
ψf b
By Proposition 2.3, the Unq-orbit ijα consists of all the elements
b ∈ ugermannq of the form
b = αeij +
i−1∑
r=1
λrerj +
n∑
s=j+1
µs−jeis +
i−1∑
r=1
n∑
s=j+1
α−1λrµs−jers
where λ1     λi−1 and µ1     µn−j are arbitrary elements of q.
For any 1 ≤ r ≤ i and for any vector  = µ1     µn−j of n−jq , let er
denote the element
er = erj +
n∑
s=j+1
α−1µs−jers
of ugermannq. Then ijα consists of all the elements b ∈ ugermannq of the form
b = αei +
i−1∑
r=1
λrer
where  ∈ n−jq and λ1     λi−1 ∈ q. Since ijα = qn−j+i−1, we con-
clude that
χxijα =
χ1
qn−j+i−1
∑
∈n−jq
∑
λ1λi−1∈q
ψf αei
i−1∏
r=1
ψf λrer
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Now, for each 1 ≤ r ≤ i and each  ∈ n−jq ,  = µ1     µn−j, let fr
denote the element
fr = f er = f erj +
n∑
s=j+1
µs−jf er s
of q. On the other hand, for each vector 	 ∈ i−1q , 	 = λ1     λi−1, let
ψ	 i−1q →  be the map deﬁned by
ψ	
 =
i−1∏
r=1
ψλrνr
for all 
 ∈ i−1q , 
 = ν1     νi−1. Then, the maps ψ	, for 	 ∈ i−1q , are
all the distinct linear characters of the additive group of i−1q . Therefore,∑
	∈i−1q ψ	 is the regular character of 
i−1
q and so, for any 
 ∈ i−1q , we have
∑
	∈i−1q
ψ	
 =
{
qi−1 if 
 = 0     0,
0 otherwise.
In particular, we conclude that∑
	∈i−1q
ψ	f1     fi−1 = 0
if and only if  ∈ n−jq is such that fr = 0 for all 1 ≤ r < i; moreover, if
this is the case, we have∑
	∈i−1q
ψ	f1     fi−1 = qi−1
Let X =  ∈ n−jq  fr = 0 1 ≤ r < i. Then, we obtain
χxijα =
χ1
qn−j
∑
∈X
ψαfi (18)
By deﬁnition, the set X is nonempty if and only if the vector cjf  =
f e1j     f ei−1 j of i−1q is a linear combination of the vectors csf  =
f e1s     f ei−1 s for j < s ≤ n. By [2, Proposition 1], this happens if
and only if there does not exist 1 ≤ r < i with r j ∈ D (we recall that,
by hypothesis, χ is an irreducible constituent of ξDϕ, hence f ∈ ∗Dϕ).
Therefore, we conclude that χxijα = 0 whenever there exists 1 ≤ r < i
with r j ∈ D.
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Now, suppose that r j ∈ D for all 1 ≤ r < i. Then, X is nonempty.
Moreover, we have X = qn−j−rankA, where A is the n − j × n − j
matrix
A =


f e1 j+1 · · · f e1n


f ei−1 j+1 · · · f ei−1 n

 
In fact, we have X = 0 + V , where 0 is any ﬁxed element of X and V
is the q-subspace of 
n−j
q consisting of all vectors  = µ1    µn−j which
satisfy
n∑
s=j+1
µs−jf ers = 0
for all 1 ≤ r < i. By [2, Proposition 1], we have rank A = d∗i j, hence
X = qn−j−d∗i j.
Let  ∈ V ,  = µ1     µn−j be arbitrary. Then, we have
ei0+ = ei0 +
n∑
s=j+1
α−1µs−jeis
and so
fi0+ = fi0 +
n∑
s=j+1
α−1µs−jf eis
It follows that
ψαfi0+ = ψαfi0
n∏
s=j+1
ψµs−jf eis
Let 	 = f ei j+1     f ein ∈ n−jq and let ψ	 n−jq →  be the map
deﬁned by
ψ	 =
n∏
s=j+1
ψµs−jf eis
for all  ∈ n−jq ,  = µ1     µn−j. Then, with this notation, Eq. (18)
becomes
χxijα =
χ1
qn−j
ψαfi0
∑
∈V
ψ	
But ψ	 is a linear character of the additive group of 
n−j
q , hence it is also
a linear character of the subgroup V of n−jq . Therefore,∑
∈V
ψ	 = V ψ	 1V V 
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Since V  = X = qn−j−d∗i j, we obtain
χxijα =
χ1
qd
∗i jψαfi0ψ	 1V V 
Now, we have ψ	 = 1V if and only if
∑n
s=j+1 µs−jf ei s = 0 for all
 ∈ V ,  = µ1     µn−j (by the deﬁnition of ψ	 and because ψ is a
nontrivial linear character of q). It follows that χxijα = 0 if and only if∑n
s=j+1 µs−jf ei s = 0 for all  ∈ V ,  = µ1     µn−j; moreover, if this
is the case, we have
χxijα =
χ1V 
qn−j
ψαfi0 =
χ1
qd
∗i jψαfi0
Suppose that χxijα = 0. Then, by the deﬁnition of V , we have
n∑
s=j+1
f ersµs−j = 0
for all 1 ≤ r ≤ i and all µ1     µn−j ∈ V . Therefore, the matrix
B =


f e1 j+1 · · · f e1 n


f ei j+1 · · · f ein


has rank at most d∗i j. Since the q-subspace of n−jq spanned by the
row vectors lrf  = f er j+1     f ern, for 1 ≤ r < i, has dimension
d∗i j, we conclude that rank B = d∗i j. It follows that the row vec-
tor lif  = f ei j+1     f ein is a linear combination of the vectors
l1f      li−1f . By [2, Proposition 1], this implies that there does not
exist j < s ≤ n with i s ∈ D.
Now, suppose that i j ∈ D. Then, by [2, Proposition 1], the matrix

f e1j · · · f e1n


f eij · · · f ein


has rank d∗i j and so the row vector l′if  = f eij     f ein is a linear
combination of the row vectors l′rf  = f erj     f ern for 1 < r < i.
By the deﬁnition of X, this implies that
fi = f eij +
n∑
s=j+1
α−1µs−jf eis = 0
for all  ∈ X,  = µ1     µn−j. In particular, fi0 = 0 and so
χxijα =
χ1
qd
∗i jψαf ei0 = q−d
∗i jχ1
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On the other hand, suppose that i j ∈ D. Then, by the result men-
tioned above, the row vector l′if  = f eij     f ein is the sum of
the row vector β 0     0 with a linear combination of the row vectors
l′1f      l′i−1f . In this case, we obtain fi0 = β and so
χxijα =
χ1
qd
∗i jψf ei0 = q−d
∗i jχ1ψαβ
The proof is complete.
Theorem 6.1 is an easy consequence of Proposition 6.1.
Proof of Theorem 61. The implication ⇒ is an immediate application
of Proposition 6.1. Conversely, suppose that
χxij1χ1−1 = χDϕxij1χDϕ1−1
for all i j ∈ n. By [1, Theorem 1], we know that there exist a unique
basic subset D1 of n and a unique map ϕ1 D1 → #q such that χ is a
constituent of the basic character ξD1ϕ1. Let i j ∈ D1 be arbitrary and
let β = ϕ1i j. Then, by Proposition 6.1, we have
χxij1χ1−1 = q−d
∗
1i jψβ
where d∗1i j = D1i j. Therefore, we have χDϕxij1 = 0 and so
i j ∈ R∗D; moreover,
χDϕxij1χDϕ1−1 = q−d
∗i jψγ
where
γ =
{
ϕi j if i j ∈ D,
0 otherwise.
It follows that q−d
∗
1i jψβ = q−d∗i jψγ and so
q−d
∗
1i j = ∣∣q−d∗1i jψβ∣∣ = ∣∣q−d∗i jψγ∣∣ = q−d∗i j
Therefore, d∗1i j = d∗i j and this implies that ψβ = ψγ. Since ψ is
a nontrivial linear character of +q , we conclude that β = γ and so i j ∈ D
(because β = 0). Since i j ∈ D1 is arbitrary, we obtain D1 ⊆ D and the
equality follows because d∗1i j = d∗i j for all i j ∈ D1. Moreover, the
equality ϕ1 = ϕ follows as above (because ψ is a nontrivial linear character
of the additive group +q ).
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7. THE REGULAR CHARACTER
Given arbitrary basic subsets D and D′ of n and arbitrary maps
ϕ D → #q and ϕ′ D′ → #q , we denote by ξD
′ ϕ′
Dϕ the (constant) value
of the basic character ξDϕ on the basic subvariety D′ ϕ′. Hence, by
Theorem 5.1,
ξ
D′ ϕ′
Dϕ = ξDϕxD′ ϕ′
where (as before) xD′ ϕ′ = 1 + eD′ ϕ′. Thus, we have a square matrix
with complex coefﬁcients ξD
′ ϕ′
Dϕ which we will refer to as the basic character
table of Unq. Our next result gives certain orthogonality relations between
the columns of this matrix.
To start with, we recall that, by [1, Theorem 1], the basic characters
are pairwise orthogonal (with respect to the Frobenius scalar product). In
fact, for arbitrary basic subsets D and D′ of n and for arbitrary maps
ϕ D→ #q and ϕ′ D′ → #q , we have (see also [1, Corollary 5])〈
ξDϕ ξD′ ϕ′
〉
Unq =
{
0 if Dϕ = D′ ϕ′,
q−s
∗DξDϕ12 if Dϕ = D′ ϕ′,
(19)
where s∗D = S∗D and where S∗D is as in Theorem 6.1.
Theorem 7.1. Let D′ and D′′ be the basic subsets of n and let
ϕ′ D′ → #q and ϕ′′ D′′ → #q be maps. Then,
∑
Dϕ
qs
∗D
ξDϕ12
ξ
D′ ϕ′
Dϕ ξ
D′′ ϕ′′
Dϕ =
{ 0 if D′ ϕ′ = D′′ ϕ′′,
q
nn−1
2 −sD′ if D′ ϕ′ = D′′ ϕ′′,
where the sum is over all the basic subsets D of n and over all the maps
ϕ D→ #q .
Proof. Let D and D′ be basic subsets of n and let ϕ D → #q and
ϕ′ D′ → #q be maps. Using the deﬁnition of the Frobenius scalar product,
we deduce that〈
ξDϕ ξD′ ϕ′
〉
Unq =
1
q
nn−1
2
∑
x∈Unq
ξDϕxξD′ ϕ′x
= 1
q
nn−1
2
∑
D′′ ϕ′′
∑
x∈D′′ ϕ′′
ξDϕxξD′ ϕ′x
= 1
q
nn−1
2
∑
D′′ ϕ′′
D′′ ϕ′′ξD
′′ ϕ′′
Dϕ ξ
D′′ ϕ′′
D′ ϕ′
= 1
q
nn−1
2
∑
D′′ ϕ′′
qsD
′′ξD
′′ ϕ′′
Dϕ ξ
D′′ ϕ′′
D′ ϕ′  (20)
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where the sums are over all the basic subsets D′′ of n and over all the
maps ϕ′′ D′′ → #q . (For the fourth equality, we recall that D′′ ϕ′′ =
qsD
′′ (by Part (b) of Proposition 4.1).)
Now, let U = uD′ ϕ′Dϕ  be the square matrix with (complex) coefﬁcients
u
D′ ϕ′
Dϕ =
√
cDD′ξD′ ϕ′Dϕ 
where D and D′ are (arbitrary) basic subsets of n, where ϕ D → #q
and ϕ′ D′ → #q are (arbitrary) maps and where
cDD′ = q
s∗D+sD′
qnn−1/2ξDϕ12

Then, Eqs. (19) and (20) imply that
∑
D′′ ϕ′′
u
D′′ ϕ′′
Dϕ u
D′′ ϕ′′
D′ ϕ′ = δDD′δϕϕ′
where the sum is over all the basic subsets D′′ of n and over all the
maps ϕ′′ D′′ → #q . Therefore, the rows of U are pairwise orthogonal
unitary vectors (with respect to the usual hermitian inner product) and so
UUT = Im where m is the number of rows of U . Thus, UTU = Im, hence
UT U = Im. It follows that∑
Dϕ
u
D′ ϕ′
Dϕ u
D′′ ϕ′′
Dϕ = δD′D′′δϕ′ ϕ′′
where the sum is over all the basic subsets D of n and over all the maps
ϕ D→ #q . In conclusion, we obtain√
qsD
′+sD′′
q
nn−1
2
∑
Dϕ
qs
∗D
ξDϕ12
ξ
D′ ϕ′
Dϕ ξ
D′′ ϕ′′
Dϕ = δD′D′′δϕ′ ϕ′′
where the sum is over all the basic subsets D of n and over all the maps
ϕ D→ #q .
The proof is complete.
As an immediate consequence, we obtain the following result which we
have proved also in the earlier article [4] using a different method.
Corollary 7.1. Let x ∈ Unq. Then,
∑
Dϕ
qs
∗D
ξDϕ1
ξDϕx = δx 1qnn−1/2
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where the sum is over all the basic subsets D of n and over all the maps
ϕ D→ #q . In other words, the sum
∑
Dϕ
qs
∗D
ξDϕ1
ξDϕ
is the regular character of Unq.
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